5,184 Spliced Surprise Major (8 methods)
Donald F Morrison (no. 72)

23456  W  B  H
56342   2    PY.NR.NS
65423   s    SY.BBL.
23546   2    BLL.CR.CP
43265   s   [-] CSNP.SRN.CY.
Repeat five times, omitting [-] from alternate parts.
Contains 768 each Cambridge, Lincolnshire (N) and Superlative and 576 each
Bristol, London, Pudsey, Rutland and Yorkshire, with 143 changes of method.
For handbells: 5–6 are always either home or coursing.
Rung on handbells at Little Eaton on 27 October 2013, conducted by Simon
Humphrey.

http://www.ringing.org/composition/?id=3591